
 

Notes on the back story of this letter: 

 

 This 6-page letter is my reply to the 26-page handwritten letter that Melbourne PPC 

Chapter's John McGechie sent to me dated 1980-08-05. John's letter was hard to read because of his 

handwriting, but mine was written on both sides of poor-quality grid-paper sheets so we were even. 

 I began by briefly apologizing for my criticism of some PPC aspects; I didn't feel like 

apologizing at all but I valued John's good intentions and didn't want to needlessly upset him, so that 

was that. On a more positive note, I expressed my appreciation for his comments and suggestions 

about my CP program, and my intention to experiment with the .END. to make it work. I also 

included a short but detailed analysis of CP, explaining what it did and how. 

 I also mentioned his KA #13/14 programs, but regretting that they did require the printer 

plugged in because they used the BLDSPEC function. I also commented on his b2 routine, and my 

similar routine W (which I included with the letter,) followed by my comments on RAM tests and the 

problem with normalization on recall, mentioning too my experiments with accessing microcode. 

 Next, I commented on what the called "NN catalogs" (flag 30 catalogs), including my list 

featuring the details of 70 such "ghost" functions, sent to PPC but unpublished thus far, showing how 

to generate non-standard labels using some of those functions in cahoots with status register Q.    

 Answering one of his questions, I gave him permission to use my materials as he saw fit and 

expressed my interest in joining the Melbourne PPC Chapter as a full-fledged, paying member, as 

well as my interest in back copies of their Newsletter. 

 I then listed the materials included with the letter, namely:  the list of ghost functions, the 

fastest routines to find the address of the statistics block and perform a complete decoding of register 

c, my HP-34C program to non-iteratively find all roots real and/or complex of equations of degrees 2, 

3, 4 by using exact formulas, my fast HP-41C Matrix Inversion program (up to 16x16), and the game 

Othello, all of them duly sent to PPC but still unpublished at the time, which I resented. 

 The letter ends with two pages of my sleuthing experiments, including creating a number that 

when used as argument to the numeric function [1/x] results in the text "BABY" in the X register, 

experiments with the ghost functions (0,51/55/60) and their extremely weird behavior, assorted 

comments on GTO 15 (local & short form) and on synthetic labels including non-standard characters. 

 I also discussed extensively (1 page) my interest in creating a CAT Assignments function and 

subsequent attempts to implement it. Additional comments include the creation a Madrid Chapter, 

scoops about the incoming release of the Quad Memory Module and tape storage for the HP-41C, 

praise of his AN routine and my 6-byte optimization of it plus my ideas for optimizing his b2 routine, 

and my little programming tip for the Morse Code program which saved 50+ bytes by using 

single-letter global labels, easily created via three ghost functions for LBL, GTO and XEQ, 

respectively. 

 

        Valentin Albillo, 05-01-2022 
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STDearJohn: s ‘ L gls b
TT. Veryipleasant to receive your letter =o soon ! It

~‘arrived home just '5 days after you sent it in, Excuse the poor gquality of
_thispaper, but I couldn®t find any other. The reason for the 2-gided -~writing is to reduce the postage cost (my last letter was worthabout -
10 § in stamps, a little fortune !) e e ]
P ' ! -You were right, ! ~do not de-
" serve such ¢riticisms.from me, I apologize, I greatly appreciate your =
‘3 comments & suggestions about my CP program, It seems that it would work

- if the right END is inserted in the right place., A little experimentation
 from my part will surely put the question to rest for a while. .
o ' I do not have the KA #13 & 14. It seems that a prin
ter is required to run them., I do not have a printer, I nay dispose of a
printer occasionally, but do not have a printer of my own, S0, anyKA pro-

- gram that uses BLDSPEC is of little use to me. ‘ oy ’
. « Your "b2" program seems to be quite useful., I sent
-a similar routine to PPC, as an add-on to my already published programs
INSERT & DECODE (¢f. V7N4LP28-29). This routine (W),included herein, is -

-only 29 bytes, and performs a bug 2-like operation., See instructions,
Any copies of the different versions of KA are welcomed, of course !.You
ask about the register in which the ,END, is stored. Of course it is be-

~low ROO ! I include a short analysis of the CP program: LBL 01 is some = -
version of Wickes'! UNBLD ; all lines from O1 thru the first synthetic text

"~ line areused to find the address (decimal) of the top of program memory.
The top is simplythefirst register below ROO (R-O1, say).Then , Rc is
altered so that this register becomes R0OO, and the hex code for ,END, - X- (CO/00/2D) is stored there, Rec is restored, and execution halts.Why CO002D%
Charles Close writes: ",,., One global address is reserved for thestatement .”at the top of the program registers and that is hex CO/00 ... " (V7N3P8e) :
That's the reason for the C0/00, so the global linkage is irrelevant, The-
‘re is no need to include the "curtain" address in the statement, It is a
fixed C0O/00. ; | | Lo
. - About RAM tests: I thought also about the F?/FF/F¥/.../FF,

~and I knew how to test RAM completely, but what I considered impossibleis to test RAM (data,programs,KA) without disturbing their original con-
tents., This is possible with data registers., Simply, recall the register,
load the FF/.../FF, recallthe FF/eeo/FF, test to see if it is correct, then
store the original contents back. But, with program registers, you can't
do that: as soom as you recall , the contents are normalized, and it is
not possible to restore the original program. Normalization strikes back
again ! You mention a program (or two) from Graeme Dennes to test RAM, -
Could you send me a copy ? Thank you. P ik
P ~ About accessing microeode: it seems easy., In V7N3P21e, Jim
de Arras writes: '".,. the first 12288 (ROM addresses) are for system ROM".
If'those addresses may be coded and used together with the ROM program of
Wickes, it scems feasible to wake up in the system ROMs, I've tried, but,

- how does one distinguish microcode from conventional code ? I've been in
zones where the progremturned PRIVATE or ROM or both ot the same time.

~Even tried to copy it to RAM using the COPY function. Most times, it sim-
. bly resulted in a PRIVATE (private ROM ?) message, but one time I succeeded
and something odd was copied down in RAM (from where ? I had no ROM plug-

. ged at all !) I couldn't analyze it, as a MEMORY LOST did take place, due
to an unforgiving STOc. . = : e _ :

: Yes, you can be sure that I read very, very carefully every i
article submitted by Wickes. They are outstanding, . Py o
S About NN catalogs: mo, I don't agree. They are not normal
catalogues with the read out alpha deranged. Here included is a list of
ghost funetions (submitted to PPC long ago), which features 70 entries.
All ofthese functions appear in the NN catalogs, and many of them behave



differently that '"normal" functions (see the byte jumper, for instance).
If a function has a different name, and behaves differently, then it is
just logical to consider it a different function altogether, and a catalog—
in which the function appears, cannot be considered a derangednormsl ca-~—
talog, but a new catalog. The table 'list the inputs for yourKA program to —
assign the funections,.,I am sure that you also know about thesefunctions,  —
but here included is the table, anyway. You will also notice that Iknow
about the '"digit' functions, anduses of register Q toproduce arbitrary

~LBL,GT0,& XEQ. The question is:| the NN catalogues list much more than 70
~functions. How are generated the rest ??? Any ideas ? Do you knowanything
“about registers P & Q ? For instance, PRP may be loaded into programme-
mory, but it results in NONEXISTENT if executed., If you loadthenameof
_the program into @, willthe printer print that program, then resumeexe-“cution ? This is, tHesequence: (alpha) PEPE (alpha), ROL M, ST0Q,PRD
(executed in PRGM mode), results in the program called PEPE beingprinted?

i . _There is no need to fill the prompt with HEX digits! = -
(with regard to finding a STO — — that would also generate STO M, etc).For .
~instance, the $T+N IA _ _ ., generated using 0,229 as inputs for theKA
program,generates XEQ00, 01, 004399,00,01,A,By00e,MyNy00eye, by simply —
filling the prompt with an adequate number, For instance, ;fillingthe prompt
with 117, generates aXEQ M (local!) both in PRGM or RUN modes, S0, 1f,say
a #4$% )( _ is synthesyzed to represent STO, pressing 117 wouldgenerate —

~a STO M both Tn RUN .and PRGM. Why HEX digits, at all2
S -~ Followingwith your letter, of course you may dispose—

~of my material as you like ! I would greatly appreciate that you bringmy
programs, etc, to everyone interested, or publish it in your Tocal news=
letters., By the way, I know I live a little far from Australia, but, can
I be considered as a member of the Melbourne Chapter (?) Iwouldpayany -
necessary fee gladly, I am ggélfgg%ggéé%gg in receiving your loecalnews - .
letter, and if It is necessary to be a local member, that is whatI want
to becone, T o ' TR

 

. "Before passing to technical topics, some words: I am in-
terested in your word processor ( I have 3 modules), as I tried to program
such a thing, following the guidelines given by a number of BYTE about a
ltext editing program written in BASIC. It is difficult, indeed,'as theL4lc
lacks most string funections (LEN, forinstance). 4 good idea for the ROM,-
indeed. I carefully followed your printer listings about the CPprogram
~experimentation. Incredible, indeed, Your patience must be as largeas your
kindness, to say the least ! It's terrific ! I am now studyingallofit
as-carefully as I can, specially your "annotated" listings (K&,b2,ete)——

T - | Hereincluded are the following: TT
-the list of ghost functions: name, generators, true function & notes g
~the fastest routine to find the address of the statistiec bloeck: itexecutes
in 4 seconds, uses no register,disturbs no flag, andprovides theabsolute .

~address of the statictic block, the relative address, the absoluteaddress
~of the curtain (R0Q), all at the same time, only L4 seconds. The optional.'
——add-on provides the absolute address of the final end, in just 2 seconds

- thus completely decoding the contents of Rc in 6 seconds, at most. -
~the 34c program I-forgot to include in my last letter. It solves any equa——
tion of degrees 2,3, or L: finds all roots,whether real or complex,to10—
digit-accuracy, within 20 seconds. (If 4-degree equation) | e et
-A Llc program to invertmatrices.(excuse me, but I am not very sure if I —
sent you this program included in my last letter. I believe that I sent=
‘a "Systems of differential equations'" solver, not a "matrix inverter").,
Inverts up to 16x16 matrices, Includes all required prompts forinput&
output, It is the fastest version I know of, much faster than the' MATH pac
program. It fits onto basic 4lc., Uses synthetic functions to save registers
and restore flags. A 16*16matrix is inverted in over half an hour, T

-The game of OTHELLO for the 4lc: If you like games, you'll love thisone,
It includes full graphics. If you use a printer, it will print the board,
etc, You can make a good use of it, not only for personal amusement, but
also for shows and demos. Any improvements to the playing strategyare
encouraged and welcomed, You'll need 3 RAMs to run this program, Printer is
not required, No card reader or data cards needed. e

, ,"I‘hopévyou'wili likesome of this material. All of it was contributed
to PPCsome time ago. A1l ofit remains unpublished, however, i :
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Now, the techmical subjects (it's just a joke!).

a) A challenge: use my “RY (INSERT) program (cf, V7N4P29)with the following
T— ey inputs: e [ f . Co

-1ENTER 264 ENTER 4.495914826 EEX 77 , XEQ "R"» -4.4959148 77

~switch out of user mode, and press 1/X . You should get "BABY" , The ques~ ' .
~tion is: Why does inverting such a number causes an alpha result?(it is not
-the display of an alpha text, but an actual alpha text in X). It seems that -
-several mathematical routines may give alpha results ! Why ? Is this any ~
—useful? (the arguments is stored into last x, of course). (the SQRT behaves !
similarly) ' : v ! P Pl

b) if you analyze the table of ghost functions, you will notice some missing
entries. The question is: | ' o R ,

the inputs (for your KA program ): O ENTER 51 ENTER key
_ b O ENTER 55 ENTER key

O ENTER 60 ENTERkey

|

what functions‘do:assign ? Cola ’

I've tried to study the functions generated by these assigfiments; Here is
. a brief resume of my discoveries: B Pr g

" QO _ENTER 51 assigned to -15. The sequence (in PRGM) fE, 7, backarrow, fE
T caused a text composed of 2 boxstars to appear as aline in

.7 " "programmemory, alpha mode is set,and the 41¢ starts tg pro-
gram itself with @,until it PACKS and TRY AGAIN.Repeating
'the sequence causes the same , except no auto-programming.
Repeating once more causes a crash, with a PRIVATE message 1in
the display. Using 8, instead of 7, causes DATA ERROR to appear .
in PRGM mode. Using 9, YES or NO appeared in PRGM mode. i

“1In another try, the sequence 7,backarrow,fE, caused the 7 to be restored - '
“(though I had just delete it), and placed it ome line back.Using SF,backarr, =
'fE, caused RAD mode (in PRGM) and crash. Using STO,backerr,fl, then any = = -
‘number, caused RAD,SF 03 (annunciators, not instructions), and no crash,

-0 _ENTER 55 | assigned to 24, It didn't do anything. Then , pressing a series -
ror ~ of keystrokes (including keys 24 and -15) caused an uninterrup-

- ted scroll of non~standard characters across the display, from -
B ~right to left. They serolled at the normal rate, repeating

periodieally. As soonas'I pressed any key to stop the scroll, they began
to scroll at super-speed, blurring the display. This super fast scroll loc-

ked‘the keyboard. |' ' ; |

0 ENTER 60 it ‘alwaysgave OUT OF RANGE when executed in PRGM mode, or no-
thing, depending on the previous keystroke., Further experimen-

~tation showedthat pressed after any key, it caused nothing, whereas, if
the previous key wasnumeric, OUT OF RANGE was displayed (in PRGM mode), |

- Executed in RUNmode, it changed the FIX or SCI mode, It also bring some ' .
"~ unknown number to the X register, while preserving the previous contents of
“x in last x. It altered the x register even if executed in PRGM mode. Some
experimentation showed that changing flags, the recalled number changedal-~ -

- so, and , after considerable test, it was clear that the number recalled
into X by pressing the key was exactly twice the contents of register d !!!

This is, if register 4 (the flag register) contains FF/20/03/31/09/80/00
then pressing the ass. key, causes F1/EL/00/66/21/30/01 to appear in the
¥ register, This number is exactly 2*Rd !!! Holding the key pressed in RUN

‘mode, causes the display to flash | | Col ok

+

_ . Any ideas ? Have you tried something ? ok

¢) The synthetic GTO 15 (local & short form) is a true NOP, It searchs not
the IBL 15, It simply does nothing. | Pl L

d) Synthetic labels (GTO0,XEQ) composed of non-standard characters (or non-

allowedcharacters, such as .,:) are easily created using REG Qand the

generic alpha LBL,GTO,XEQ, (see ghost functions table). They do work,

if accessed in PRGM or indireetly, by GIO IND #, XEQ IND #. Labels com-

_posed of more than 7 characters (and GTO,XEQ) are easily created using
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b i)
: éa bug—a llke procedurem However, although they appear in the catalogs

|

a,,aay, GTO"HEWLETT~PACKARD" does not search a LBL'"HEWLETT-PACKARDY,
and if both lexist in program memory, executing the GTO causes NONVXIS-

;TENT to appear. SoGI'0XEQ of| more than 7 alpha characters do notflnd

1

il e f
Sk I

 

;‘ilts LBL,;eVen 1fthe LBL eXlsts. ] okt ~f

| ;e) I am very interested in programmlng a CAT ASS function. Its purpose
is| to "cqtalog" all ex1stlng a881gnments for those usersw1thout
la prlntfr fllke me). F S

Ideally,1Fshould work as!follOWS XEQ "CATA" » KEY 11: 145,124':
> KEY=-13; 144,124

-;‘ | ! : P L1,' -1;"[§5;~‘.' i e e oS ses see

é % L e > KEY 81: 159,159 f
L Ll b ‘ > NO MORE
where the flxst 11ne, for instance, means that Lo i
DEC(145),DEC(124) is assigned to key 11. This is, STO b is asslgned to
the sigma plus key. It is a verycomfortable output: simply have the = .
HEX ‘table near you, and 145,124 hecomes STO b at once. Besides, 145 and
124 are the input for the KA program to create the function, even 1f
the functlonlns no| known name.
] é% The program was structured'50: first, change Rcso,

bhat theasslgnment registers become accssible using STO,RCL of nor- |
mal reglst?rs (very‘muqh like your teehnique of creatlng asslgnments
by stor;ng dlrectlyinto th¢ assignment reglqters). Then , RCLan assig--
nment| reglster. Its contents are normalizedfrom FO/uee t0 10/0usy but
the rest remains intact (apart from the FO to 10). Then, suitable de-
coding routlnes are used to extract the pertlnent information, Of cour=
se, Re is restored to lts preV1ous status as soon as the RCL! has been B

performed
! It looks nlce. But it does not work ! It works, because it

-%dlsplays‘the KEY 11: 145,124, ete, But it does not work because if you
 turn off the machlne, it is very likely that you wouldnot be able to
turn t*én again, It crashes.‘Battery pack removal does not work. Only
moflul@ pulling saves the day. There is something worse, yet: even if :
theiéch;ne does not crash all assignments are removed by thetroutlne,f%
and changed to some odd XROM,To make things clear, the critiecal part '
;of the process 13 recalllng the assignment reglster.I use thls se-

f

| ?quencfi
ALBL "CATA";: text 1 is F5/01/69/0C/00/BF S
| ENTER| | ideally, the routine leaves the contents (norma—
I ktext 1 | | lized) of the specified assignment register in X,
.~ AsToX | while leaving Re restored to its previous status.\'
X0 e . To recall the contents of the 1st ass, reg, for .’
.|  RCLIND\Y L instance, simply: O , XEQ "CATA". For the nekt
L XOY . | register, simply: 1, XEQ "CATA". Lol
e X e ‘It should work! But, for unknown reauons, as s00n

g X Y; o s the RCLis executed, 2ll assignments are lost. RIN ; N Why ? The same istrue for RCL 00, or RCL IND, or
. ARCL, VIEW, etc, OnlySTO seems to leave every- :

thlngnaffected. I‘have not tested other i41c's. Does this routine work
inyour machlne ? If not, do you know a cure ? Anothertotally dlfferent
Wayof d01ng theseame 2Is a CAT ASS posslble ? | e ferprpe g ;

\
||
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Ll That's all. Hope you,w111 have some fun with all this stuff,;
I was| very, dellghted with your letter, and I want you to be thesame :

aboutmlqe,Hop&ng news & comments from yOu, | o T“Y oo it
A

| i | é 1 1 ] ( },:

Fed i {-omf c l Lot

" : | ] 4 ‘ 5' | b | slnnere y (L!\;‘{!}

n | Sq long it [42? i? % %‘ §>| o aa

| PDfilfeel free to use the materlal as you 11ke. Only thlng I askfor% ffi
‘1b\cred1to

-
I

I dldn't seeanyccmments from you about my method to break
PRIVATE<(p01nt 5 of the STO b, RCL b article). Do you knowof

' |a better method 2?2 Or is my method the best possible ? | ‘
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FURTHER NOTES (13 de agosto de 1980)

Curiously enough your short letter arrived one day after
your long letter did (although it was sent 2 days earlier). Very good idea
to submit the July newsletter, thank you. No, I am not thinking about trying
tc establish a Madrid chapter, as it 1s impossible nowadays. I am unable to
find other members, apart from me and a friend of mine. No other PPC members
do live in Madrid, as far as I know, and you'll agree that a Chapter of one
(my friendhas retired from PPC activity) is not a Chapter at all. So much
for the Madrid Chapter !

About Double density RAMs: I have 3 modules (single densi-
ty), and can easily get the 4th one. Besides, I know some people who have
both the tools and the knowledge to modify single RAMs to DD RAMs. These
people have already converted several RAMs, very successfully. The only
reason that halts me from convbrulng my RAMs to DD RAMs (at no chzrge at all)
is the fact that HP is going to release cuad-modules within a year, They
will be like & normel RAM, but not double density: they willbe double double
density: the full power of 4 RAMs taking only one port ! Its price is expec-
ted to be exactly the same as 4 normal RAMs. Of course, my purpose is to buy
the quad-RAM as soon as it is available. So, it will be needed to sell my
normal single density RAMs. That is fairly easy as long as they remaln unal—
tered, That's the reason I have to not modify my RAMs: they will be harder
to sell if wmodified., o

Ancother good new: a telex was received from Corvallis,
to announce the new add-on to the Llc qutem: a data cartridge drive, It )
will use the same tywe of cartridzges as the HP-85A computer, It will store
as much as LOO K OL either data or program material,in just & single car-
tidge. Additional functions inelude linking programs unfier,flfogram control.
his would allow to run indefinitely long programs (up to ZGO L.;,bebause

W

hi
one can call up eanother, and so on. Agood new, isn’t it ? Now the bad news:
its price will be about the same as the printers The oearcn speed, etc, are

T

the same that those of the HP-85 cartridge.

Now, technical subjeets: your routine AN is amazing | You
were right, it runs in sbout 1 second, the display is perfectly legible as
soon as you get used to the :,;,?, etc, and its very shortTenght makes it
incredibly good for the ROM. I ea51ly beats Wickes! ‘CODE'UWO’ram (not to
mention my own DECODE).I think every PPC member should have and use this
routine, After studying carefully the routine, I made an improvement. This
simple improvement saves 6 bytes, and runs faster as well, Nothing is mo-
dified or changed, just improved. '

C
h
u
e

YOUR VERSION MY VERSION This simple modification saves 2 lines,

01 LBLMANH 01 LBLM"ANM 6 bytes, and ”HHS ollmhtly fasuer, at no cost

6é‘xié'o?" 6é‘xéé'o{"' I have been ?%SP ggalyzing your "little b2"
07 xExEn 07 "F;*” routine, I think it may be made shorter and

08 ARCL Y 08 X() N posslbly faster reprogramming it another way.
09 ASTO ¥ 09 CLA the basic idea is as follows: Fhe ab§o}ute_
10 1wEn 10 STO M aggreas (1?}ge§1mal forfl} of tge reglgtertlp
11 ARCL Y 11 ASTO ¥ which the NNN is to be stored is needed. ih}s
12 ASHF 12 CLA can be extracted using a procedure very similar
13 ASTO Y e to that U§eu in my Byte ccunter (cf., V7N5P17)
14 CLA 30 END to convert two contenfs of Rb to decimal num~

bers. It used some sort of UNBLD. The decimel
oe T address is separated of the byte number using
e = MOD instead of clearing flags and using IRC,
Once the desired address in decimal form is ready, Rc 1s altered, so that
the required register is accesible by normal STO., The store operation is
performed by a STO IND instruction. This is exactly the opnosvte of your
technique: you have a variable contents of Re (donond upon the reg1sfef),
but store in a fixed register (STO 00), while my "UFOT““W” would have a fix-

ed Rc (loaded as a synthetlc text 11ae),cloh0ugh altered to move the curtain
but will store in a variable address (STO IND #). All in all, my technicue
should be faster, as all CF, X()d, etc are not used at all, I 11 try to
convert these guidelines to an actual working routine, and let you know.
You nmay try also, if you want,



"yA little progremming tip

Several programs have appeared in the PPC jour-
nal reguiring the use of single letter alpha labels indirectly. For ins-

Dr‘tance, the lMorse Code program (cf. V7 N2 P51) uses LBL"AA'", LBLUBB",...,
s LBLM"2Z" 44 yetec, for use indirectly using XEQ IND.,Now, what's the -
reason to duplicate letters, say, why LBLU"PP" instead of LBLUPH ? Simply:
local labels A,B,...,J cannot be accessed indirectly, But LBLV"AA" can,

John Kennedy (918) proposes this as a solution,
in V/7N3P5, together with the following routine:

CLA
ARCL 0O1
ARCL 01
ASTO X
XEQ IND X

to overcome the problem, I propose exactly the opposite: instead of dupli-
cate all letters, make all of them single-letter, This saves many bytes.
For instance, the Morse Code program is shortened by 50+ bytes.

: To avoid the NONEXISTENT message when A is sto-
red in a register #, and XEQ IND # is attempted, we just need a IBLMAY
(not loeal A, but alpha A). The seme applies t0 By...,J. This labsls
are easlly created using a single assignment: its input for the KA
program to generate it are: O ENT 205 ENT key. It appears as a _ if
pressed, To generate a, say, LBLVA", do as follows: (in PRGM nmode)

-press XEBEQ A (XEQ A is loaded as a line in the program)
-press assigned key in user mode
~-fill the prompt using any digits, say 01: a LBLMAM is
loaded into program memory,

~backstep and delete the XEQ A

It is easy to see why it works, The dummy XEQ A loads an A into the Q
register, The a 00 tekes its argument from register Q, thus becoming
the LBLM"A'Y,

The GIOMA™, XEQUAY™, may be generated the same way, using
functions (0,29) and (0,30) respectively, and following the same proce-
dure. The label "A" may be executed if called in program mode by a GIOVAM
or XEQ"AY, or indirectly. In run mode, may be called using GTO IND, or
XEQ IND, with the A loaded in the register used indirectly.

Yours,

(the enclosed articles and routines have been cut to their original
PPC size of 14 cm, wide., This lowers welght, and helps to keep post
cost low, However, if you prefer their original size, with blank
margins, tell me so, and I will not cut them)

I'm also interested about back issues of your local newsletter !


